
"Makes Game of Thrones look like a nursery rhyme." -- Daisy Goodwin, New York Times 

bestselling author of The Fortune Hunter  

 

"[Alpsten] recounts this remarkable woman's colourful life and times." -- Count Nikolai Tol-

stoy, historian and author  

 

Before there was Catherine the Great, there was Catherine Alexeyevna: the first woman to 

rule Russia in her own right. Ellen Alpsten's rich, sweeping debut novel is the story of her 

rise to power.  

 

St. Petersburg, 1725. Peter the Great lies dying in his magnificent Winter Palace. The weak-

ness and treachery of his only son has driven his father to an appalling act of cruelty and left 

the empire without an heir. Russia risks falling into chaos. Into the void steps the woman who has been by his side for 

decades: his second wife, Catherine Alexeyevna, as ambitious, ruthless and passionate as Peter himself. 

 

Born into devastating poverty, Catherine used her extraordinary beauty and shrewd intelligence to ingratiate herself 

with Peter's powerful generals, finally seducing the Tsar himself. But even amongst the splendor and opulence of her 

new life--the lavish feasts, glittering jewels, and candle-lit hours in Peter's bedchamber--she knows the peril of her posi-

tion. Peter's attentions are fickle and his rages powerful; his first wife is condemned to a prison cell, her lover impaled 

alive in Red Square. And now Catherine faces the ultimate test: can she keep the Tsar's death a secret as she plays a 

lethal game to destroy her enemies and take the Crown for herself? 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

"The Mick Jagger of literature . . . Amis is the most dazzling prose stylist in post-war British 

fiction." --Mick Brown, The Daily Telegraph  

 

"[A] charismatic compound of fact and fiction . . . Martin Amis has retained the power to 

surprise." --Parul Sehgal, The New York Times  

 

From one of the most highly acclaimed writers at work today: his most intimate and epic 

work yet--an autobiographical novel of sex and love, family and friendship.  

 

This novel had its birth in the death of Martin Amis's closest friend, the incomparable Chris-

topher Hitchens, and it is within that profound and sprawling friendship that Inside Story 

unfurls. From their early days as young magazine staffers in London, reviewing romantic 

entanglements and the latest literary gossip (not to mention ideas, books, and where to 

lunch), Hitch was Amis's wingman and adviser, especially in the matter of the alluringly amoral Phoebe Phelps--an ob-

session Amis must somehow put behind him if he is ever to find love, marriage, a plausible run at happiness. 

 

Other figures competing as Amis's main influencers are his literary fathers--Kingsley, of course; his hero Saul Bellow; 

the weirdly self-finessing poet Philip Larkin--and his significant literary mothers, including Iris Murdoch and Elizabeth 

Jane Howard. Moving among these greats to set his own path, Amis's quest is a tender, witty exploration of the hardest 

questions: how to live, how to grieve, and how to die. In search of his answers, he surveys the horrors of the twentieth 

century, and the still-unfolding impact of the 9/11 attacks on the twenty-first--and considers what all of this has taught 

him about how to be a writer. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2863589/ada?qu=30304000542076&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2863589%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2888811/ada?qu=30304000539940&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2888811%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Jeffrey Archer's Hidden in Plain Sight is the second novel featuring Detective William War-

wick, by the master storyteller and #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Clifton 

Chronicles  

 

William Warwick has been promoted to Detective Sergeant, but his promotion means that 

he, along with the rest of his team, have been reassigned to the Drugs Squad. They are im-

mediately tasked with apprehending Khalil Rashidi, a notorious drug dealer, who operates 

his extensive network out of South London. 

 

As the investigation progresses, William runs into enemies old and new: Adrian Heath, from 

his school days, now a street dealer who he convinces to turn informer; and financier Miles 

Faulkner, who makes a mistake that could finally see him put behind bars. Meanwhile, Wil-

liam and his fiancée Beth enjoy making preparations for their upcoming wedding, though an unpleasant surprise awaits 

them at the altar. 

 

As William's team closes the net around a criminal network like none they have ever faced before, he devises a trap 

they would never expect, one that is hidden in plain sight . . .  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

No novel in English has given more pleasure than Pride and Prejudice . Because it is one of 

the great works in our literature, critics in every generation reexamine and reinterpret it. But 

the rest of us simply fall in love with it--and with its wonderfully charming and intelligent 

heroine, Elizabeth Bennet. And everyone is held fast not only by the novel's romantic sus-

pense but also by the fascinations of the world we visit. The life of the English country gentry 

at the turn of the nineteenth century is made as real to us as our own, not only by the author's 

wit and feeling but by her subtle observation of the way people behave in society and how we 

are true or treacherous to each other and to ourselves. 

 

"Jane Austen remains the most misunderstood of great English writers . . . Austen's is an ex-

tended, exploratory, dangerously subversive art, and is neither harmlessly decorative nor pic-

turesquely provincial . . . [Irony] is the secret of the perfect self-sufficiency of Pride and Prej-

udice ."--from the Introduction by Peter Conrad  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2882806/ada?qu=30304000539981&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2882806%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2125126/ada?qu=30304000538835&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2125126%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller  

 

A People Book of the Week, Book of the Month Club selection, and Best of Fall in Good 

Housekeeping , PopSugar , The Washington Post , N ew York Post , Shondaland, CNN, and 

more!  

 

" [A] quirky, big-hearted novel...Wry, wise, and often laugh-out-loud funny, it's a wholly orig-

inal story that delivers pure pleasure." -- People  

 

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of A Man Called Ove comes a charming, 

poignant novel about a crime that never took place, a would-be bank robber who disappears 

into thin air, and eight extremely anxious strangers who find they have more in common than 

they ever imagined.  

 

Looking at real estate isn't usually a life-or-death situation, but an apartment open house becomes just that when a 

failed bank robber bursts in and takes a group of strangers hostage. The captives include a recently retired couple who 

relentlessly hunt down fixer-uppers to avoid the painful truth that they can't fix their own marriage. There's a wealthy 

bank director who has been too busy to care about anyone else and a young couple who are about to have their first 

child but can't seem to agree on anything, from where they want to live to how they met in the first place. Add to the 

mix an eighty-seven-year-old woman who has lived long enough not to be afraid of someone waving a gun in her face, 

a flustered but still-ready-to-make-a-deal real estate agent, and a mystery man who has locked himself in the apart-

ment's only bathroom, and you've got the worst group of hostages in the world. 

 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

An inspirational and heartwarming novel for lovers of Mitch Albom and Andy Andrews, 

blending elements of It's a Wonderful Life and Field of Dreams into a moving story all its 

own.  

 

Four rounds. Four heroes. Four life-changing lessons.  

 

On the morning of his fortieth birthday, Randy Clark believes the only way he can help his 

family is to end it all. Standing on the Tennessee River Bridge in Decatur, Alabama, with his 

dreams of a pro golf career long gone, his marriage struggling, and facing financial ruin, 

Randy sees no other alternative to help his wife and daughter but to jump, which he plans to 

do in the next twenty-four hours. 

 

But his plans are put on hold when the ghost of his best friend--who did live out the fantasy 

of playing the PGA tour--reveals to Randy that he will be given a wonderful gift: four rounds of golf with his four he-

roes, the champions he's looked up to his whole life, each with a life-changing lesson to impart. 

 

For anyone who has ever dealt with tragedy, adversity, or failure, The Golfer's Carol will bring grace that stays with 

you long after you've turned the last page.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2883366/ada?qu=30304000536300&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2883366%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2903213/ada?qu=30304000542118&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2903213%7EILS%7E0&h=8


One of The Millions and BuzzFeed 's Most Anticipated Books  

 

A spectacularly inventive debut novel that reinvents the tall tale for our times--" Cuyahoga 

defies all modest description...[it] is ten feet tall if it's an inch, and it's a ramshackle joy from 

start to finish" (Brian Phillips, author of Impossible Owls ).  

 

Big Son is a spirit of the times--the times being 1837. Behind his broad shoulders, shiny hair, 

and church-organ laugh, Big Son practically made Ohio City all by himself. The feats of this 

proto-superhero have earned him wonder and whiskey toasts but very little in the way of 

fortune. And without money, Big cannot become an honest husband to his beloved Cloe 

(who may or may not want to be his wife, honestly). 

 

In pursuit of a steady wage, our hero hits the (dirt) streets of Ohio City and Cleveland, the 

twin towns racing to become the first great metropolis of the West. Their rivalry reaches a boil over the building of a 

bridge across the Cuyahoga River--and Big stumbles right into the kettle. The resulting misadventures involve elderly 

terrorists, infrastructure collapse, steamboat races, wild pigs, and multiple ruined weddings. 

 

Narrating this "deliriously fun" (Brian Phillips) tale is Medium Son--known as Meed--apprentice coffin maker, almanac 

author, orphan, and the younger brother of Big. Meed finds himself swept up in the action, and he is forced to choose 

between brotherly love and his own ambitions. His uncanny voice--plain but profound, colloquial but surprisingly poet-

ic--elevates a slapstick frontier tale into a screwball origin myth for the Rust Belt. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Once upon a time in Mayfair a group of wallflowers formed a secret society with goals that 

had absolutely nothing to do with matrimony. Their most troublesome obstacle? Rogues!  

  

They call her Beastly Beatrice.  

Wallflower Lady Beatrice Bentley longs to remain in the wilds of Cornwall to complete her 

etymological dictionary. Too bad her brother’s Gothic mansion is under renovation. How 

can she work with an annoyingly arrogant and too-handsome rogue swinging a hammer 

nearby? 

Rogue. Scoundrel. Call him anything you like as long as you pay him. 

 Navy man Stamford Wright is leaving England soon and renovating Thornhill House is just 

a job. It’s not about the duke’s bookish sister or her fiery copper hair. Or the etymology les-

sons the prim-yet-alluring lady insists on giving him. Or the forbidden things he'd love to teach her. 

They say never mix business with pleasure. But when Beatrice and Ford aren't arguing, they're kissing.  

Sometimes temptation proves too strong to resist…even if the cost is a heart. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2886606/ada?qu=30304000538769&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2886606%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2957430/ada?qu=30304000542159&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2957430%7EILS%7E0&h=8


#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 

 

ONE OF BARACK OBAMA'S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR  

 

NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2020 BY THE NEW YORK TIMES * THE WASHINGTON 

POST * NPR * PEOPLE * TIME MAGAZINE* VANITY FAIR * GLAMOUR  

 

"Bennett's tone and style recalls James Baldwin and Jacqueline Woodson, but it's especially 

reminiscent of Toni Morrison's 1970 debut novel, The Bluest Eye." --Kiley Reid, Wall Street 

Journal 

" A story of absolute, universal timelessness ...For any era, it's an accomplished, affecting 

novel. For this moment, it's piercing, subtly wending its way toward questions about who we 

are and who we want to be...." - Entertainment Weekly  

 

From The New York Times -bestselling author of The Mothers , a stunning new novel about twin sisters, inseparable as 

children, who ultimately choose to live in two very different worlds, one black and one white. 

The Vignes twin sisters will always be identical. But after growing up together in a small, southern black community 

and running away at age sixteen, it's not just the shape of their daily lives that is different as adults, it's everything: their 

families, their communities, their racial identities. Many years later, one sister lives with her black daughter in the same 

southern town she once tried to escape. The other secretly passes for white, and her white husband knows nothing of 

her past. Still, even separated by so many miles and just as many lies, the fates of the twins remain intertwined. What 

will happen to the next generation, when their own daughters' storylines intersect? 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

FBI Agent Atlee Pine's search for her sister Mercy clashes with military investigator John 

Puller's high-stakes case, leading them both deep into a global conspiracy -- from which nei-

ther of them will escape unscathed.  

 

For many long years, Atlee Pine was tormented by uncertainty after her twin sister, Mercy, 

was abducted at the age of six and never seen again. Now, just as Atlee is pressured to end 

her investigation into Mercy's disappearance, she finally gets her most promising break-

through yet: the identity of her sister's kidnapper, Ito Vincenzo. 

 

With time running out, Atlee and her assistant Carol Blum race to Vincenzo's last known 

location in Trenton, New Jersey -- and unknowingly stumble straight into John Puller's case, 

blowing his arrest during a drug ring investigation involving a military installation. 

 

Stunningly, Pine and Puller's joint investigation uncovers a connection between Vincenzo's family and a breathtaking 

scheme that strikes at the very heart of global democracy. Peeling back the layers of deceit, lies and cover-ups, Atlee 

finally discovers the truth about what happened to Mercy. And that truth will shock Pine to her very core.  

Call Sign Chaos is a memoir of a life of warfighting and lifelong learning, following along as Mattis rises from Marine 

recruit to four-star general. It is a journey about learning to lead and a story about how he, through constant study and 

action, developed a unique leadership philosophy, one relevant to us all. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2863591/ada?qu=30304000534743&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2863591%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2886308/ada?qu=30304000541342&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2886308%7EILS%7E0&h=8


From New York Times bestselling author Barbara Taylor Bradford comes the highly antici-

pated second book in the House of Falconer saga.  

 

James Lionel Falconer has risen quickly from a mere shop worker to being the right-hand 

man of Henry Malvern, head of the most prestigious shipping company in London. With 

Malvern's daughter Alexis running away to the country after a terrible tragedy and refusing 

to return, James' ascent to head of the company seems inevitable. But even a charmed life 

like James' is not without its setbacks. 

 

A terrible fire threatens to end his merchant career before it's had a chance to truly begin. 

Mrs. Ward, James' former paramour, has a secret that could change his life forever. And his 

distaste for Alexis Malvern is slowly growing into feelings of quite a different sort. Can 

James continue to be the master of his own fate, or will all of his charm, intelligence, and wit 

finally fail him when he has to enter the lion's den? 

 

Spanning the years from 1889 to 1892, In the Lion's Den is Barbara Taylor Bradford at her historical storytelling best.  

 

So I took a one-way ticket to the desert and wrote this book: an album, a record, a story of my life so far. This is fifty 

years of my sights and seens, felts and figured-outs, cools and shamefuls. Graces, truths, and beauties of brutality. Get-

ting away withs, getting caughts, and getting wets while trying to dance between the raindrops. 

 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

In this tantalizing thriller from a #1 New York Times bestselling author, a woman uncovers 

lifelong secrets as she searches for the truth behind her father's involvement in a heist gone 

wrong.  

 

Twenty years ago in the dead of night, four seemingly random individuals pulled the ultimate 

heist and almost walked away with half a million dollars. But by daybreak, their plan had 

been shot to hell. One of them was in the hospital. One was in jail. One was dead. And one 

got away with it. 

 

Arden Maxwell, the daughter of the man who disappeared all those years ago--presumably 

with the money, after murdering his accomplice--has never reconciled with her father's aban-

donment of her and her sister. After countless personal setbacks she decides to return to her 

family home near mysterious Caddo Lake, and finally get answers to the many questions that 

torment her. Little does she know, two of her father's co-conspirators--a war hero and a corrupt district attorney--are 

watching her every move. 

 

Ledge Burnet, a rebellious teen at the time of the heist, evaded his jail sentence by enlisting in the army. Now he's back 

in town to care for his ailing father--and to keep his eye on the county's corrupt district attorney, whom he suspects was 

the real murderer. Although the two are bound to silence because of the crime they committed together, each has spent 

years waiting and hoping that the other will make a fatal misstep. But the arrival of their elusive accomplice's daughter, 

Arden, who may know more about the missing money than she's telling, sets them both on red alert. She ignites Ledge's 

determination to expose the D.A.'s treachery . . . and sparks a desire he wishes to deny.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2855028/ada?qu=30304000541300&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2855028%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2875280/ada?qu=30304000535179&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2875280%7EILS%7E0&h=8


An Amazon Charts bestselling series. 

A Wall Street Journal bestseller. 

The moors are a perfect hiding place for a serial killer. And a chilling return to the past for 

nascent private investigator Kate Marshall in a pulse-racing thriller by the author of Nine 

Elms . 

Criminology academic Kate Marshall is on a scuba jaunt with her son when they dive toward 

a shocking discovery: the body of a teenage boy entangled below the surface of the Shadow 

Sands reservoir. The detective chief inspector's too-quick narrative of a tragic drowning 

doesn't add up, and when Kate follows the evidence, it leads to a darker discovery. 

The victim is only the latest in a series of mysterious deaths and disappearances linked to the 

moorlands--and a mythic phantom said to hide in the rolling fog. When a researcher of urban 

legends vanishes without a trace, Kate and her associate Tristan Harper must act fast and look deep if they hope to find 

her alive. 

But the elusive serial killer they're hunting isn't the only one a step ahead of Kate and Tristan. Someone else is making 

dead certain that the secrets of Shadow Sands stay buried. 

 

Add it to the shelf with books like Coat of Many Colors by Dolly Parton, The Beatles Anthology by The Beatles, and 

Born to Run by Bruce Springsteen.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

#A successful artist with a doting husband, Isabel Dryland knows she should be grateful for 

her happy life. It's a complete reversal from the one she led before, when normalcy seemed 

out of reach, after a violent assault she cannot remember left her shattered and scarred. Even 

though the memory was lost, the nagging feeling that she was damaged goods and the linger-

ing effects of her injuries kept her questioning her sanity at times. Tom, her husband, thinks 

a move will be the fresh start they need, and has even found the perfect house: a country es-

tate that reminds him of one he admired in his youth. But all Isabel feels when she visits is 

an overwhelming sense of dread. Betrayed by her instincts so often before, she decides to 

trust Tom's, to accept the move and learn to love their new home over time. Instead, she 

learns that beneath the pretty façade of their new home lurk dark secrets powerful enough to 

bring her own trauma back to the fore. There is an uncanny familiarity about the place, as if 

it were infected by the experiences she hoped to escape. And the recurring presence of a 

mysterious stranger further disturbs her, giving her the sensation of being a predator's stalked 

prey. Isabel struggles to determine whether her fear is caused by memory alone, or by threats existing very much in the 

present. To find out, she'll have to finally close the book on what occurred so many years ago--but how do you heal 

from a past you cannot recall, when only the truth about your past can set you free?  

The book is framed by editor Dan Piepenbring's riveting and moving introduction about his profound collaboration 

with Prince in his final months--a time when Prince was thinking deeply about how to reveal more of himself and his 

ideas to the world, while retaining the mystery and mystique he'd so carefully cultivated--and annotations that provide 

context to the book's images. 

 

This work is not just a tribute to an icon, but an original and energizing literary work in its own right, full of Prince's 

ideas and vision, his voice and image--his undying gift to the world.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2907473/ada?qu=30304000541995&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2907473%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2904589/ada?qu=30304000539726&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2904589%7EILS%7E0&h=8


When an elusive stranger arrives in 1960s New Rochelle, three generations of women are for-

ever changed.  

When the heart finds its home, anything is possible.  

Geraldine, Emilia Mae, and Alice Wingo couldn't be more different from each other. Gerald-

ine is a fiery beauty, turning heads while running the local bakery with her devoted husband, 

Earle-but she never quite takes to motherhood. Her daughter, Emilia Mae, spends her life 

chasing her mother's affection and goes looking for love in all the wrong places. So when she 

gives birth to her own daughter, Alice-the girl with the quick laugh and music running 

through her veins-she vows to do things differently.  

Then, Dillard Fox, a handsome stranger with a Southern drawl sails into town, bringing with 

him a gentle warmth that draws in all three of the Wingo women. Emilia Mae, never thinking 

she'd find true love, builds the kind of happy life with Dillard that neither of them ever ex-

pected. Geraldine slowly learns to be kinder to her difficult daughter, and young Alice may 

have found the father figure she always wanted. But everyone has their secrets, and the one that Dillard has been carry-

ing all of these years threatens to upend their idyllic family.  

Over the course of their lives, these three women navigate their relationships with each other and the changing world 

around them. Filled with Carter's characteristic wit, this charming, wise novel is a paean to love-any way you can find 

it.  

 

Drawing on new research, Michaelis's riveting portrait is not just a comprehensive biography of a major American fig-

ure, but the story of an American ideal: how our freedom is always a choice. Eleanor rediscovers a model of what is 

noble and evergreen in the American character, a model we need today more than ever. of side notes for cooking and 

entertaining--it's like having Ina right there beside you, helping you all the way. 

 

From cocktails to dessert, from special weekend breakfasts to quick weeknight dinners, you'll find yourself making 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

If there's one kind of person Tank Rizzo hates most in this world, it's a dirty cop. Criminals 

are at least honest about being dishonest; dirty cops are a disgrace to the badge they carry. 

Detective Eddie Kenwood is one such disgrace. He's got the highest signed confession rate 

in the NYPD and a distinguished career built on putting men behind bars--whether they're 

guilty or not doesn't matter much to him. When Tank's partner, Pearl, tells him about an old 

family friend Kenwood put in jail for a murder he didn't commit, Tank and Pearl vow to take 

Kenwood down. 

 

Also in need of a takedown- the money-laundering accounting firm where Tank's brother 

used to work--before he mysteriously died, leaving Tank the sole guardian of his nephew, 

Chris. Chris smells a rat, and enlists Tank's help to bring the men who had his father killed to 

justice. 

 

Working two big cases means getting out the big guns, and Tank assembles his A-team. With help from a retired mob-

ster, a professional boxer, a Chelsea psychic, and the U.S. Attorney--not to mention his and Pearl's own quick wits and 

Chris's burgeoning skills as a computer whiz--Tank gears up to take on his most dangerous and personal cases to date.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2891154/ada?qu=30304000536136&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2891154%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2878930/ada?qu=30304000536144&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2878930%7EILS%7E0&h=8


#1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr returns to the beloved town of Virgin 

River with a brand-new story about fresh starts, new friends and the magic of Christmas. 

 

Kaylee Sloan's home in Southern California is full of wonderful memories of the woman 

who raised her. But the memories are prolonging her grief over her mother's recent death. A 

successful author, Kaylee hoped she could pour herself into her work. Instead she has terri-

ble writer's block and a looming deadline. 

 

Determined to escape distractions and avoid the holiday season, Kaylee borrows a cabin in 

Virgin River. She knows the isolation will help her writing, and as she drives north through 

the mountains and the majestic redwoods, she immediately feels inspired. Until she arrives at 

a building that has just gone up in flames. Devastated, she heads to Jack's Bar to plan her 

next steps. The local watering hole is the heart of the town, and once she crosses the thresh-

old, she's surprised to be embraced by people who are more than willing to help a friend--or a stranger--in need. 

 

Kaylee's world is expanding in ways she never dreamed possible. And when she rescues a kitten followed by a dog 

with a litter of puppies, she finds her heart opening up to the animals who need her. And then there's the dog trainer 

who knows exactly how to help her. As the holidays approach, Kaylee's dread turns to wonder. Because there's no bet-

ter place to spend Christmas than Virgin River.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

All Emma Daley wants this holiday season is a white Christmas. But the young teacher and 

struggling musician sure can't find that in sunny Arizona. Luckily, there's someone living in 

a perfect mountain home in the Colorado Rockies looking to make a vacation trade this 

year.Tyler Prescott is an in-demand songwriter and talented musician who put his own sing-

ing career on hold to write songs for celebrity acts to perform. When his mother convinces 

him to do a vacation trade for Christmas, he never imagined one of the houseguests would be 

so sweet--or so strikingly pretty. Naturally, he decides to stick around, and, to get better ac-

quainted, he poses as the house's caretaker. But when Emma's friend Gillian discovers his 

true identity and sets her sights on him, thingsget . . . messy.Fan favorite Melody Carlson is 

back with another delightful Christmas tale to warm your heart on those cold winter eve-

nings.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2885063/ada?qu=30304000538801&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2885063%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2894375/ada?qu=30304000537720&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2894375%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Instant #1 International Bestseller 

"Cue greed, lust, secrets, and serious suspense. Count us in."--theSkimm 

"An insanely plotted book...riveting."--The New York Times Book Review 

Written with the chilling, twisty suspense of The Wife Between Us and Something in the 

Water, a seductive thriller about identical twins, greed, lust, secrets, and deadly lies. 

 

Twin sisters Iris and Summer are startlingly alike, but beyond what the eye can see lies a 

darkness that sets them apart. Cynical and insecure, Iris has long been envious of Summer's 

seemingly never-ending good fortune. 

When Summer calls Iris to Thailand to help her sail the family yacht to the Seychelles, Iris 

has secret hopes for what might happen on the journey. But after a disturbing incident in the 

middle of the Indian Ocean, everything changes. 

Now Iris has the chance to step into the golden life she's always envied-and get one step closer to the hundred-million-

dollar inheritance left by her manipulative father. All Iris would need to do is ensure she's the first of his seven children 

to fulfill the strange conditions of his will. 

But Iris soon discovers that her twin was keeping more than one secret, and Iris's life lurches between glamorous dream 

and paranoid nightmare. In a family in which the winner takes all, whom can she trust? And how far will she go to get 

the life she's always dreamed about? 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Welcome back to Virgin River with the books that inspired the hit Netflix series... 

 

Virgin River became a safe haven for Sacramento prosecutor Brie Sheridan after she nearly 

lost her life at the hands of a crazed criminal. Though tough and courageous, she has some 

fears she can't escape. 

 

LAPD officer Mike Valenzuela was badly wounded in the line of duty. When he agrees to 

become Virgin River's first cop, he does so knowing it's time he settled down. Twice di-

vorced and the lover of too many women, he secretly longs for the kind of commitment and 

happiness his marine buddies have found--a woman who can tie up his heart forever. 

 

Mike will do anything to help Brie free herself from painful memories. Passionate, strong 

and gentle, he vows to give back to her what she's so selflessly given him--her heart, and with it, a new beginning. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2886609/ada?qu=30304000539684&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2886609%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2898683/ada?qu=30304000538793&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2898683%7EILS%7E0&h=8


"The story's message, that people should choose joy even (and especially) in difficult and 

painful times, seems tailor-made for this moment. A timely, uplifting read about finding joy 

in the midst of tragedy, filled with quirky characters and comforting warmth."-- Kirkus 

(starred review)  

 

From the New York Times bestselling author of How to Walk Away comes a stunning new 

novel full of heart and hope.  

 

Samantha Casey is a school librarian who loves her job, the kids, and her school family with 

passion and joy for living. 

But she wasn't always that way. 

Duncan Carpenter is the new school principal who lives by rules and regulations, guided by 

the knowledge that bad things can happen. 

But he wasn't always that way. 

 

And Sam knows it. Because she knew him before--at another school, in a different life. Back then, she loved him--but 

she was invisible. To him. To everyone. Even to herself. She escaped to a new school, a new job, a new chance at liv-

ing. But when Duncan, of all people, gets hired as the new principal there, it feels like the best thing that could possibly 

happen to the school--and the worst thing that could possibly happen to Sam. Until the opposite turns out to be true. 

The lovable Duncan she'd known is now a suit-and-tie wearing, rule-enforcing tough guy so hell-bent on protecting the 

school that he's willing to destroy it. 

 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * Jack Reacher is back! The "utterly addic-

tive" ( The New York Times ) series continues as acclaimed author Lee Child teams up with 

his brother, Andrew Child, fellow thriller writer extraordinaire. 

 

"One of the many great things about Jack Reacher is that he's larger than life while remain-

ing relatable and believable. The Sentinel shows that two Childs are even better than one."--

James Patterson 

 

As always, Reacher has no particular place to go, and all the time in the world to get there. 

One morning he ends up in a town near Pleasantville, Tennessee. 

 

But there's nothing pleasant about the place. 

 

In broad daylight Reacher spots a hapless soul walking into an ambush. "It was four against one" . . . so Reacher inter-

venes, with his own trademark brand of conflict resolution. 

 

The man he saves is Rusty Rutherford, an unassuming IT manager, recently fired after a cyberattack locked up the 

town's data, records, information . . . and secrets. Rutherford wants to stay put, look innocent, and clear his name. 

 

Reacher is intrigued. There's more to the story. The bad guys who jumped Rutherford are part of something serious and 

deadly, involving a conspiracy, a cover-up, and murder--all centered on a mousy little guy in a coffee-stained shirt who 

has no idea what he's up against. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2872511/ada?qu=30304000534628&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2872511%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2913579/ada?qu=30304000540005&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2913579%7EILS%7E0&h=8


A missing Chinese scientist, unexplained noises emanating from under the Arctic ice, and a 

possible mole in American intelligence are just some of the problems that plague President 

Jack Ryan in the latest entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling series.  

 

Aboard an icebreaker in the Arctic Ocean a sonar operator hears an unusual noise coming 

from the ocean floor. She can't isolate it and chalks the event up to an anomaly in a newly 

installed system. 

 

Meanwhile, operatives with the Chinese Ministry of State Security are dealing with their 

own mystery--the disappearance of brilliant but eccentric scientist, Liu Wangshu. They're 

desperate to keep his crucial knowledge of aerospace and naval technology out of their ri-

vals' hands. 

 

Finding Liu is too great an opportunity for any intelligence service to pass up, but there's one more problem. A high-

level Chinese mole, codenamed Surveyor, has managed to infiltrate American Intelligence. President Jack Ryan has 

only one choice: send John Clark and his Campus team deep into China to find an old graduate student of the profes-

sor's who may hold the key to his whereabouts. It's a dangerous gamble, but with John Clark holding the cards, Jack 

Ryan is all in.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

A man with a mysterious past must find a missing teenage girl in this shocking thriller from 

the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Run Away.  

 

Thirty years ago, Wilde was found as a boy living feral in the woods, with no memory of his 

past. Now an adult, he still doesn't know where he comes from, and another child has gone 

missing. 

 

No one seems to take Naomi Pine's disappearance seriously, not even her father -- with one 

exception. Hester Crimstein, a television criminal attorney, knows through her grandson that 

Naomi was relentlessly bullied at school. Hester asks Wilde -- with whom she shares a tragic 

connection -- to use his unique skills to help find Naomi. 

 

Wilde can't ignore an outcast in trouble, but in order to find Naomi he must venture back into 

the community where he has never fit in, a place where the powerful are protected even when 

they harbor secrets that could destroy the lives of millions . . . secrets that Wilde must uncov-

er before it's too late. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2886309/ada?qu=30304000541433&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2886309%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2836159/ada?qu=30304000527085&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2836159%7EILS%7E0&h=8


#1 New York Times bestselling author Robyn Carr returns to the beloved town of Virgin 

River with a brand-new story about fresh starts, new friends and the magic of Christmas. 

 

Kaylee Sloan's home in Southern California is full of wonderful memories of the woman 

who raised her. But the memories are prolonging her grief over her mother's recent death. A 

successful author, Kaylee hoped she could pour herself into her work. Instead she has terri-

ble writer's block and a looming deadline. 

 

Determined to escape distractions and avoid the holiday season, Kaylee borrows a cabin in 

Virgin River. She knows the isolation will help her writing, and as she drives north through 

the mountains and the majestic redwoods, she immediately feels inspired. Until she arrives at 

a building that has just gone up in flames. Devastated, she heads to Jack's Bar to plan her 

next steps. The local watering hole is the heart of the town, and once she crosses the thresh-

old, she's surprised to be embraced by people who are more than willing to help a friend--or a stranger--in need. 

 

Kaylee's world is expanding in ways she never dreamed possible. And when she rescues a kitten followed by a dog 

with a litter of puppies, she finds her heart opening up to the animals who need her. And then there's the dog trainer 

who knows exactly how to help her. As the holidays approach, Kaylee's dread turns to wonder. Because there's no bet-

ter place to spend Christmas than Virgin River.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

From the #1 best-selling author of The Alchemist comes an inspiring story about a young 

man seeking wisdom from an elder, and the practical lessons imparted along the way. In-

cludes stunning illustrations by Christoph Niemann.  

 

"A novelist who writes in a universal language." -- The New York Times  

 

In The Archer we meet Tetsuya, a man once famous for his prodigious gift with a bow and 

arrow but who has since retired from public life, and the boy who comes searching for him. 

The boy has many questions, and in answering them Tetsuya illustrates the way of the bow 

and the tenets of a meaningful life. Paulo Coelho's story suggests that living without a con-

nection between action and soul cannot fulfill, that a life constricted by fear of rejection or 

failure is not a life worth living. Instead one must take risks, build courage, and embrace the 

unexpected journey fate has to offer. 

 

With the wisdom, generosity, simplicity, and grace that have made him an international best seller, Paulo Coelho pro-

vides the framework for a rewarding life: hard work, passion, purpose, thoughtfulness, the willingness to fail, and the 

urge to make a difference.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2885063/ada?qu=30304000538801&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2885063%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2888808/ada?qu=30304000542274&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2888808%7EILS%7E0&h=8


NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 

"I gulped it right down. Excellent, as always. . . . Cornwell brings battles to life like no one 

else." -George R.R. Martin, Author of Game of Thrones 

The final installment in Bernard Cornwell's bestselling Saxon Tales series, chronicling the 

epic story of the making of England--the basis for The Last Kingdom, the hit Netflix series. 

THE FINAL BATTLE AWAITS... 

The epic conclusion to the globally bestselling historical series. 

England is under attack. Chaos reigns. Northumbria, the last kingdom, is threatened by ar-

mies from all sides, by land and sea - and only one man stands in their way. Torn between 

loyalty and sworn oaths, the warrior king Lord Uhtred of Bebbanburg faces his greatest ever 

battle - and prepares for his ultimate fate... 

"Perhaps the greatest writer of historical adventure novels today" (Washington Post), Bernard Cornwell has dazzled and 

entertained readers and critics with his prolific string of page-turning bestsellers. Of all his protagonists, however, none 

is as beloved as Uhtred of Bebbanburg, and this thrilling historical novel continues the saga of his adventures and the 

turbulent early years of England. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

It is up to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of his ship, the Oregon , to stop a terrorist plot to re-

lease a deadly chemical weapon across the globe in the explosive new novel in Clive 

Cussler's #1 New York Times bestselling series.  

 

While interrupting an attack on a Kuwaiti oil tanker, Juan Cabrillo and his team discover 

something even more dangerous: a ruthless billionaire's dying wish has allowed a paralyzing 

chemical to end up in the hands of a terrorist group. When an Oregon crew member falls 

victim to the poison, Juan Cabrillo will stop at nothing to find an antidote before it is too 

late. He and his team must connect an ancient mystery with a cunning modern enemy in or-

der to save millions of innocent lives, including their own.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2890177/ada?qu=30304000542241&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2890177%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2875282/ada?qu=30304000539999&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2875282%7EILS%7E0&h=8


"A desire for absolution brought ex-con Travis Alden to Paradise Peak. But when he finds 

honest work, along with a keen sense of belonging, he shelves his plan to unburden his 

guilty secret, instead working to rehabilitate a ranch alongside the very people his transgres-

sions hurt the most. With the chance to create a haven for wildfire refugees, Travis seizes the 

opportunity to do good, to earn the respect his new boss shows him. Only Travis doesn't 

count on his feelings for his boss's beautiful niece."--Provided by publisher.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

In one century she loved him madly, and in another she wants nothing to do with him 

 

In 1844 Ireland, Liam O'Connor, a rogue and a thief, fell madly in love with a squire's 

daughter and unwittingly altered the future. Shy and naive Cora McLeod thought Liam was 

the answer to her prayers. But the angels disagreed and they've been waiting for the right 

moment in time to step in. 

 

Now Liam finds himself reunited with his beloved Cora in Providence Falls, North Carolina. 

The angels have given Liam a task. He must make sure Cora falls in love with another man--

the one she was supposed to marry before Liam interfered. But this Cora is very different 

from the innocent girl who fell for Liam in the past. She's a cop and has a confidence and 

independence he wasn't expecting. She doesn't remember Liam or their past lives, nor is she 

impressed with his attempts to guide her in any way. 

 

Liam wants Cora for himself, but with his soul hanging in the balance, he must choose between a stolen moment in 

time or an eternity of damnation.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2883239/ada?qu=30304000536573&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2883239%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2865581/ada?qu=30304000536292&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2865581%7EILS%7E0&h=8


She thought she'd buried her past. But what if it's been hunting her this whole time?  

 

From the bestselling and award-winning author of The Marsh King's Daughter comes a star-

tling novel of psychological suspense as two generations of sisters try to unravel their tan-

gled relationships between nature and nurture, guilt and betrayal, love and evil.  

 

You have been cut off from society for fifteen years, shut away in a mental hospital in self-

imposed exile as punishment for the terrible thing you did when you were a child.  

 

But what if nothing about your past is as it seems?  

 

And if you didn't accidentally shoot and kill your mother, then whoever did is still out there. 

Waiting for you.  

 

For a decade and a half, Rachel Cunningham has chosen to lock herself away in a psychiatric facility, tortured by gaps 

in her memory and the certainty that she is responsible for her parents' deaths. But when she learns new details about 

their murders, Rachel returns, in a quest for answers, to the place where she once felt safest: her family's sprawling log 

cabin in the remote forests of Michigan's Upper Peninsula. 

 

As Rachel begins to uncover what really happened on the day her parents were murdered, she learns--as her mother did 

years earlier--that home can be a place of unspeakable evil, and that the bond she shares with her sister might be the 

most poisonous of all.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Perfect for fans of Lisa Jewell, New York Times bestselling author Christina Dodd delivers 

an all-new thriller, featuring a bold and brash female protagonist. 

 

WRONG JOB 

Eighteen-year-old Evelyn Jones lands a job in small-town Alaska, working for a man in his 

isolated mountain home. But her bright hopes for the future are shattered when Donald 

White disappears, leaving her to face charges of theft, embezzlement--and a brutal double 

murder. Her protestations of innocence count for nothing. Convicted, she faces life in pris-

on...until fate sends her on the run. 

 

WRONG NAME 

Evie's escape leaves her scarred and in hiding, isolated from her family, working under an 

alias at a wilderness camp. Bent on justice, intent on recovering her life, she searches for the killer who slaughters with-

out remorse. 

 

WRONG ALIBI 

At last, the day comes. Donald White has returned. Evie emerges from hiding; the fugitive becomes the hunter. But in 

her mind, she hears the whisper of other forces at work. Now Evelyn must untangle the threads of evidence before she's 

once again found with blood on her hands: the blood of her own family... 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2881766/ada?qu=30304000536094&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2881766%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2897385/ada?qu=30304000543215&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2897385%7EILS%7E0&h=8


From TV personality and radio host Bill Flanagan comes a highly entertaining time-traveling 

adventure novel about how the past never gives up its hold on the present and how even six-

ty-five-year-olds are still kids at heart.  

 

If you had the chance to live your life over again, knowing everything that you know now, 

would you take it? Would you still take it if it meant losing everything you have today? 

Would a second chance to correct every mistake and missed opportunity be worth giving up 

the world you know and the life you have built? In Fifty in Reverse , fifteen-year-old Peter 

Wyatt does just that. 

 

In the spring of 1970, Harvard psychologist Terry Canyon is introduced to Peter, a quiet kid 

from a wealthy family who has been suspended from ninth grade for stripping off his clothes 

in Algebra class. When Terry asks Peter why he did it, the boy explains that he was trying to 

"shock myself awake." It turns out that Peter believes he is a sixty-five-year-old man who went to sleep in his home in 

New York in the year 2020 and woke up in his childhood bedroom fifty years earlier. 

 

Hilariously depicting Peter's attempts to fit in as a fifteen-year-old in 1970 and to cope with the tedium, foolishness, 

and sexual temptations of high school as he tries to retain the sense of himself as a sixty-five-year-old man, Fifty in Re-

verse is a thought-provoking and enlightening novel about second chances and appreciating the life you have today.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

An Instant Bestseller! -The New York Times -USA Today -The Globe and Mail -The Toron-

to Star  

 

A MOST-ANTICIPATED BOOK FROM BUSTLE · E! · USA TODAY · REFINERY29 · 

POPSUGAR · BOOKRIOT · HUFFINGTON POST · CRIMEREADS · GOODREADS · 

THE TEMPEST  

 

From the author of the instant New York Times bestseller The Wives comes another twisted 

psychological thriller guaranteed to turn your world upside down.  

 

Have you ever been wrong about someone?  

 

Juno was wrong about Winnie Crouch. 

 

Before moving in with the Crouch family, Juno thought Winnie and her husband, Nigel, had the perfect marriage, the 

perfect son--the perfect life. Only now that she''s living in their beautiful house, she sees the cracks in the crumbling 

facade are too deep to ignore. 

 

Still, she isn''t one to judge. After her grim diagnosis, the retired therapist simply wants a place to live out the rest of her 

days in peace. But that peace is shattered the day Juno overhears a chilling conversation between Winnie and Nigel... 

 

She shouldn''t get involved. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2890147/ada?qu=30304000537977&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2890147%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2897386/ada?qu=30304000543231&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2897386%7EILS%7E0&h=8


NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * A heartwarming novel about secrets of youth redis-

covered, hometown memories, and the magical moments in ordinary lives, from the beloved 

author of Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe 

 

"A gift, a blessing and a triumph . . . celebrates the bonds of family and friends--and the pos-

sibilities of recovery and renewal."-- The Free Lance-Star  

 

Bud Threadgoode grew up in the bustling little railroad town of Whistle Stop with his moth-

er, Ruth, church-going and proper, and his Aunt Idgie, the fun-loving hell-raiser. Together 

they ran the town's popular Whistle Stop Cafe, known far and wide for its fun and famous 

fried green tomatoes. And as Bud often said of his childhood to his daughter Ruthie, "How 

lucky can you get?" 

 

But sadly, as the railroad yards shut down and Whistle Stop became a ghost town, nothing was left but boarded-up 

buildings and memories of a happier time. 

 

Then one day, Bud decides to take one last trip, just to see what has become of his beloved Whistle Stop. In so doing, 

he discovers new friends, as well as surprises about Idgie's life, about Ninny Threadgoode and other beloved Fannie 

Flagg characters, and about the town itself. He also sets off a series of events, both touching and inspiring, which 

change his life and the lives of his daughter and many others. Could these events all be just coincidences? Or something 

else? And can you really go home again?  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

"Mills's suspenseful, strikingly original sixth Mitch Rapp novel...is as riveting as anything 

penned by Mitch's creator, Vince Flynn (1966-2013). Mills has really hit his stride with this 

franchise entry." -- Publishers Weekly (starred review)  

"One of the best thriller writers on the planet." -- The Real Book Spy  

 

In the next thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series, it's a race 

against the clock when ISIS takes out the entire US power grid and throws the country into 

chaos.  

 

When Mitch Rapp captures ISIS's top technology expert, he reveals that he was on his way 

to meet a man who claims to have the ability to bring down America's power grid. Rapp is 

determined to eliminate this shadowy figure, but the CIA's trap fails. 

 

The Agency is still trying to determine what went wrong when ISIS operatives help this cyber terrorist do what he said 

he could--plunge the country into darkness. With no concept of how this unprecedented act was accomplished, the task 

of getting the power back on could take months. Perhaps even years. 

 

Rapp and his team embark on a desperate search for the only people who know how to repair the damage--the ones re-

sponsible. But his operating environment is like nothing he's experienced before. Computers and communication net-

works are down, fuel can no longer be pumped from gas stations, water and sanitation systems are on the brink of col-

lapse, and the supply of food is running out. 

 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2883675/ada?qu=30304000539965&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2883675%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2872512/ada?qu=30304000536334&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2872512%7EILS%7E0&h=8


#1 New York Times Bestseller 

An Amazon Best Book of 2020 

 

A thrilling and addictive new novel--a prequel to The Pillars of the Earth --set in England at 

the dawn of a new era: the Middle Ages 

 

"Just as transporting as [ The Pillars of the Earth ] . . . A most welcome addition to the 

Kingsbridge series." -- The Washington Post  

 

It is 997 CE, the end of the Dark Ages. England is facing attacks from the Welsh in the west 

and the Vikings in the east. Those in power bend justice according to their will, regardless of 

ordinary people and often in conflict with the king. Without a clear rule of law, chaos reigns. 

 

In these turbulent times, three characters find their lives intertwined. A young boatbuilder's life is turned upside down 

when the only home he's ever known is raided by Vikings, forcing him and his family to move and start their lives 

anew in a small hamlet where he does not fit in. . . . A Norman noblewoman marries for love, following her husband 

across the sea to a new land, but the customs of her husband's homeland are shockingly different, and as she begins to 

realize that everyone around her is engaged in a constant, brutal battle for power, it becomes clear that a single misstep 

could be catastrophic. . . . A monk dreams of transforming his humble abbey into a center of learning that will be ad-

mired throughout Europe. And each in turn comes into dangerous conflict with a clever and ruthless bishop who will do 

anything to increase his wealth and power. 

 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Named a New York Times Best Book to Give! 

"This house of correction is booby-trapped with twists, the floors paved with trapdoors, 

quicksand churning in the garden. Enter if you dare." -A.J. Finn, #1 New York Times best-

selling author of The Woman in the Window 

"Full of unexpected turns . . . Immensely satisfying." - The New York Times Book Review 

In this heart-pounding standalone thriller from bestselling author Nicci French, a woman 

accused of murder attempts to solve her own case from the confines of prison--but as she 

unravels the truth, everything is called into question, including her own certainty that she is 

innocent. 

Tabitha is not a murderer. 

When a body is discovered in Okeham, England, Tabitha is shocked to find herself being 

placed in handcuffs. It must be a mistake. She'd only recently moved back to her childhood hometown, not even getting 

a chance to reacquaint herself with the neighbors. How could she possibly be a murder suspect? 

She knows she's not. 

As Tabitha is shepherded through the system, her entire life is picked apart and scrutinized --her history of depression 

and medications, her decision to move back to a town she supposedly hated . . . and of course, her past relationship with 

the victim, her former teacher. But most unsettling, Tabitha's own memories of that day are a complete blur. 

She thinks she's not. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2883216/ada?qu=30304000535633&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2883216%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2885941/ada?qu=30304000539874&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2885941%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Best Book of 2020 

New York Times |NPR | New York Post 

 

"This hushed suspense tale about thwarted dreams of escape may be her best one yet . . . Its 

own kind of masterpiece." --Maureen Corrigan, The Washington Post  

 

"A new Tana French is always cause for celebration . . . Read it once for the plot; read it 

again for the beauty and subtlety of French's writing." --Sarah Lyall, The New York Times  

 

Cal Hooper thought a fixer-upper in a bucolic Irish village would be the perfect escape. After 

twenty-five years in the Chicago police force and a bruising divorce, he just wants to build a 

new life in a pretty spot with a good pub where nothing much happens. But when a local kid 

whose brother has gone missing arm-twists him into investigating, Cal uncovers layers of 

darkness beneath his picturesque retreat, and starts to realize that even small towns shelter dangerous secrets. 

 

"One of the greatest crime novelists writing today" (Vox) weaves a masterful, atmospheric tale of suspense, asking how 

to tell right from wrong in a world where neither is simple, and what we stake on that decision.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner, a propulsive thriller featuring an 

ordinary woman who will stop at nothing to find the missing people that the rest of the world 

has forgotten  

 

Frankie Elkin is an average middle-aged woman, a recovering alcoholic with more regrets 

than belongings. But she spends her life doing what no one else will--searching for missing 

people the world has stopped looking for. When the police have given up, when the public 

no longer remembers, when the media has never paid attention, Frankie starts looking. 

 

A new case brings her to Mattapan, a Boston neighborhood with a rough reputation. She is 

searching for Angelique Badeau, a Haitian teenager who vanished from her high school 

months earlier. Resistance from the Boston PD and the victim's wary family tells Frankie 

she's on her own--and she soon learns she's asking questions someone doesn't want an-

swered. But Frankie will stop at nothing to discover the truth, even if it means the next person to go missing could be 

her.  

 

Can Rapp get the lights back on before America descends irretrievably into chaos? 

 

This compulsive thriller proves once again that the Mitch Rapp series is "the best of the best when it comes to the world 

of special ops" ( Booklist , starred review).  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2884976/ada?qu=30304000538744&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2884976%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2902637/ada?qu=30304000543421&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2902637%7EILS%7E0&h=8


NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * A heartwarming novel about secrets of youth redis-

covered, hometown memories, and the magical moments in ordinary lives, from the beloved 

author of Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe 

 

"A gift, a blessing and a triumph . . . celebrates the bonds of family and friends--and the pos-

sibilities of recovery and renewal."-- The Free Lance-Star  

 

Bud Threadgoode grew up in the bustling little railroad town of Whistle Stop with his moth-

er, Ruth, church-going and proper, and his Aunt Idgie, the fun-loving hell-raiser. Together 

they ran the town's popular Whistle Stop Cafe, known far and wide for its fun and famous 

fried green tomatoes. And as Bud often said of his childhood to his daughter Ruthie, "How 

lucky can you get?" 

 

But sadly, as the railroad yards shut down and Whistle Stop became a ghost town, nothing was left but boarded-up 

buildings and memories of a happier time. 

 

Then one day, Bud decides to take one last trip, just to see what has become of his beloved Whistle Stop. In so doing, 

he discovers new friends, as well as surprises about Idgie's life, about Ninny Threadgoode and other beloved Fannie 

Flagg characters, and about the town itself. He also sets off a series of events, both touching and inspiring, which 

change his life and the lives of his daughter and many others. Could these events all be just coincidences? Or something 

else? And can you really go home again?  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

ONE OF HOUSTON CHRONICLE 'S BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR 

 

From the acclaimed author of Wintering : a thrilling ode to the spirit of adventure and the 

vagaries of loss and love.  

 

In 1897, Odd Einar Eide returns home from a near-death experience in the Arctic only to 

discover his own funeral underway. His wife, Inger, stunned to see him alive, is slow to 

warm back up to him, having spent many sleepless nights convinced she had lost both him 

and their daughter, Thea, who traveled to America two years earlier but has yet to send even 

a single letter back to them in Hammerfest, their small Norwegian town at the top of the 

earth. 

 

More than a century later, Greta Nansen has finally begun to admit to herself that her mar-

riage is over. Desperately unhappy and unfulfilled, she makes the decision to follow her husband from their home in 

Minnesota to Oslo, where he has traveled for work, to end it once and for all. But on impulse, for reasons unknown 

even to her, she diverts her travels to Hammerfest: the town of her ancestors, the town where her great-great-

grandmother Thea was born--and for some reason never returned to. 

 

Braiding together two remarkable stories of love and survival, Northernmost wades into the darkest recesses of the hu-

man heart and celebrates the remarkable ability of humans to endure nearly unimaginable trials.  

 

Can Rapp get the lights back on before America descends irretrievably into chaos? 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2883675/ada?qu=30304000539965&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2883675%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2854587/ada?qu=30304000535096&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2854587%7EILS%7E0&h=8


In bestselling author Christopher Golden's supernatural thriller Red Hands , sometimes a 

story is a warning. Sometimes the warning comes too late  

 

When a mysterious and devastating bioweapon causes its victims to develop Red Hands, the 

touch of death, weird science expert Ben Walker is called to investigate.  

 

A car plows through the crowd at a July 4th parade. The driver climbs out, sick and stum-

bling, reaching out...and everyone he touches drops dead within seconds. Maeve Sinclair 

watches in horror as people she loves begin to die and she knows she must take action. But 

in the aftermath of this terror, it's Maeve who possesses that killing touch. Fleeing into the 

mountains, struggling with her own grief and confusion, Maeve faces the dawning realiza-

tion that she will never be able to touch another human being again. 

 

"Weird s**t expert" Ben Walker is surprised to get a call from Alena Boudreau, director of the newly restructured 

Global Science Research Coalition. There's an upheaval in the organization and she needs to send someone she can 

trust to Jericho Falls. Whoever finds Maeve Sinclair first will unravel the mystery of her death touch, and many are 

willing to kill her for that secret. 

 

Walker's assignment is to get her off the mountain alive. But as Maeve searches for a hiding place, hunted and growing 

sicker by the moment, she begins to hear an insidious voice in her head, and the yearning, the need... the hunger to 

touch another human being continues to grow. When Walker and Maeve meet at last, they will unravel a stunning lega-

cy of death and betrayal, and a malignant secret as old as history.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

A darkly shimmering novel of a nurse on the edge of burnout, by "an immensely talented 

young writer . . . Her fearlessness renews one's faith in the power of literature" (George 

Saunders).  

 

Laura is a nurse in a pediatric unit. On long, quiet shifts, she and her colleagues, clad in their 

different shades of blue, care for sick babies, handling their exquisitely fragile bodies and 

carefully calibrating the mysterious machines that keep them alive. 

 

Laura may be burnt out. Her hands have been raw from washing as long as she can remem-

ber. When she sleeps, she dreams of water; when she wakes, she finds herself lying next to a 

man who doesn't love her anymore. And there is a strange figure dancing in the corner of her 

vision, always just beyond her reach. 

 

Dark yet luminous, sensual yet chilling, written with a visceral rhythm and laced with dread, Rest and Be Thankful is 

an unforgettable novel that confirms Emma Glass as a visionary new voice.  

 

Can Rapp get the lights back on before America descends irretrievably into chaos? 

 

This compulsive thriller proves once again that the Mitch Rapp series is "the best of the best when it comes to the world 

of special ops" ( Booklist , starred review).  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2891597/ada?qu=30304000539163&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2891597%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2897378/ada?qu=30304000539205&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2897378%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Named a Best New Book of 2021 (so far) by Real Simple  

Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2021 by Lit Hub and Bustle  

 

A gripping, multilayered debut in the tradition of Tana French and Donna Tartt about four 

friends, an empty manor, and a night that will follow them for the rest of their lives  

 

It's the summer of 1996 and school's out forever for Andy, her boyfriend Marcus, her best 

friend Peter, and Em. When Andy's alcoholic mother predicts the apocalypse, the four teen-

agers decide to see out the end of the world at a deserted manor house, the site of a historic 

unsolved mystery. There they meet David--charming and unreliable, he seems to have ap-

peared out of nowhere. 

 

David presents an irresistible lure for both Andy and Peter and complicates the dynamics of 

their lifelong friendship. When the group learns that a diamond necklace, stolen fifty years ago, might still be some-

where on the manor grounds, the Game--half treasure hunt, half friendly deception--begins. But the Game becomes 

much bigger than the necklace, growing to encompass years of secrets, lies, and, ultimately, one terrible betrayal. 

 

Meticulously plotted and gorgeously written, Before the Ruins is a page-turner of the highest order about the sealed-off 

places in our pasts and the parts of ourselves waiting to be retrieved from them.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Named a Best Book of the Month by CNN and MSNBC  

Named a Most Exciting New Book of Fall by PopSugar  

 

#1 New York Times bestselling author Philippa Gregory's new historical novel tracks the 

rise of the Tidelands family in London, Venice, and New England.  

 

Midsummer Eve 1670. Two unexpected visitors arrive at a shabby warehouse on the south 

side of the River Thames. The first is a wealthy man hoping to find the lover he deserted 

twenty-one years before. James Avery has everything to offer, including the favour of the 

newly restored King Charles II, and he believes that the warehouse's poor owner Alinor has 

the one thing his money cannot buy--his son and heir. 

 

The second visitor is a beautiful widow from Venice in deepest mourning. She claims Alinor 

as her mother-in-law and has come to tell Alinor that her son Rob has drowned in the dark tides of the Venice lagoon. 

 

Alinor writes to her brother Ned, newly arrived in faraway New England and trying to make a life between the worlds 

of the English newcomers and the American Indians as they move toward inevitable war. Alinor tells him that she 

knows--without doubt--that her son is alive and the widow is an imposter. 

 

Set in the poverty and glamour of Restoration London, in the golden streets of Venice, and on the tensely contested 

frontier of early America, this is a novel of greed and desire: for love, for wealth, for a child, and for home  

 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2891129/ada?qu=30304000543439&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2891129%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2890142/ada?qu=30304000542282&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2890142%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Jake Brigance is back! The hero of A Time to Kill, one of the most popular novels of our 

time, returns in a courtroom drama that The New York Times says is "riveting" and 

"suspenseful."  

 

Clanton, Mississippi. 1990. Jake Brigance finds himself embroiled in a deeply divisive trial 

when the court appoints him attorney for Drew Gamble, a timid sixteen-year-old boy ac-

cused of murdering a local deputy. Many in Clanton want a swift trial and the death penalty, 

but Brigance digs in and discovers that there is more to the story than meets the eye. Jake's 

fierce commitment to saving Drew from the gas chamber puts his career, his financial securi-

ty, and the safety of his family on the line. 

 

In what may be the most personal and accomplished legal thriller of John Grisham's storied 

career, we deepen our acquaintance with the iconic Southern town of Clanton and the vivid 

cast of characters that so many readers know and cherish. The result is a richly rewarding novel that is both timely and 

timeless, full of wit, drama, and--most of all--heart. 

 

Bursting with all the courthouse scheming, small-town intrigue, and stunning plot twists that have become the hall-

marks of the master of the legal thriller, A Time for Mercy is John Grisham's most powerful courtroom drama yet. 

 

There is a time to kill and a time for justice. Now comes A Time for Mercy .  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Jack Swyteck and his family are caught in the crossfire after a deadly school shooting claims 

twenty casualties--Florida's fifth mass shooting in as many years--in this provocative and 

timely thriller from Harper Lee Prize-winner James Grippando that touches on some of the 

most contentious issues roiling America today. 

 

 

 

It is the message every parent of a school-age child fears: "Active Shooter on Campus." 

Jack Swyteck is at his office when he receives the emergency text from Riverside Day 

School. Both his daughter, Righley, and his wife, FBI agent Andie Henning, are in danger. 

Andie is in the school's rec center when she hears the fire alarms, then loud popping noises 

and screams coming from the hallway. A trained law-enforcement officer, Andie knows 

she's supposed to stay locked down inside the room. But Righley is in her kindergarten class-

room and Andie must get her to safety. 

The tragedy prompts mass hysteria--and dangerous speculation. The police haven't identified the shooter, but they find 

a handgun on the school grounds registered to a parent, a Muslim man named Amir Khoury. News of the gun and its 

owner leaks and quickly goes viral. Within minutes Al Qaeda claims responsibility. Andie is shocked--Amir is married 

to her friend, Lilly, a WASP whose bloodline goes back to the American Revolution. 

When Xavier, Amir and Lilly's oldest child and an eighteen-year-old senior at Riverside confesses to the crime, the lo-

cal community's anti-Muslim fervor explodes to levels unseen since 9/11. Terrified for her son's life, Lilly asks Jack to 

step in. A seasoned defense attorney with a passion to see justice done, he's taken on plenty of complicated cases. Xavi-

er's, however, is not one he's inclined to take--until an old friend who lost his daughter in the shooting tells him that he 

must. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2886312/ada?qu=30304000538785&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2886312%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2898409/ada?qu=30304000543322&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2898409%7EILS%7E0&h=8


She's lost her best friend, her husband--and possibly, her mind.  

 

Five months ago, an accident left Diana Sparrow badly injured and missing a few months of 

her memory. As if that's not enough, she's started having recurring nightmares about the 

night of the accident. Dreams that feel so real, she's left questioning- maybe she didn't just 

slide off the road into a ditch. Maybe, just maybe, she hit something. Or someone. 

 

She can't turn to her former best friend Val, who's been sleeping with Diana's husband Jona-

than for months, but she might find some comfort in newcomer Cole Pelham. Yet the closer 

they become, the more Diana begins to wonder what really happened that night--and how 

Cole might be connected. Worse, it seems everyone else could be involved, too. 

 

Who was with her that night? What really happened? As her life unravels thread by thread 

and the dreams become too real to ignore, Diana will have to face the unthinkable--and do the unforgivable. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

The truth always surfaces.When a small bush plane smashes through the ice at Falls Lake 

Lodge, it's a chilling reminder of everything Megan Metzler has lost. Three years ago, Meg's 

pilot husband died in a similar crash, a tragedy Meg and her young son, Chip, have struggled 

to move on from. Still, Meg does everything she can to assist when Commander Bryce Say-

lor arrives to investigate, even as working alongside the handsome pilot stirs up painful 

memories--and an attraction that catches them both off guard. 

 

Bryce knows time is of the essence as he plunges into the frigid water in search of clues. But 

when vital evidence is destroyed, it soon becomes clear this downed plane was no accident. 

With someone tracking them from the woods, Meg and Bryce must race to unravel a mys-

tery as indomitable as the Alaskan wilderness, or they might be the next victims to crash and 

burn... 

 

Can Rapp get the lights back on before America descends irretrievably into chaos? 

 

This compulsive thriller proves once again that the Mitch Rapp series is "the best of the best when it comes to the world 

of special ops" ( Booklist , starred review).  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2899650/ada?qu=30304000539155&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2899650%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2900238/ada?qu=30304000543249&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2900238%7EILS%7E0&h=8


PEOPLE PICK * The discovery of a girl abandoned by the side of the road threatens to un-

earth the long-buried secrets of a Texas town's legendary cold case in this superb, atmos-

pheric novel from the internationally bestselling author of Black-Eyed Susans .  

 

"If you only read one thriller this year, let it be this one. Psychologically absorbing, original 

and atmospheric. I could not turn the pages fast enough."--Elin Hilderbrand, #1 New York 

Times bestselling author of 28 Summers  

 

It's been a decade since Trumanell Branson disappeared, leaving only a bloody handprint 

behind. Her pretty face still hangs like a watchful queen on the posters on the walls of the 

town's Baptist church, the police station, and in the high school. They all promise the same 

thing: We will find you. Meanwhile, her brother, Wyatt, lives as a pariah in the desolation of 

the old family house, cleared of wrongdoing by the police but tried and sentenced in the 

court of public opinion and in a new documentary about the crime. 

 

When Wyatt finds a lost girl dumped in a field of dandelions, making silent wishes, he believes she is a sign. The 

town's youngest cop, Odette Tucker, believes she is a catalyst that will ignite a seething town still waiting for its own 

missing girl to come home. But Odette can't look away. She shares a wound that won't close with the mute, one-eyed 

mystery girl. And she is haunted by her own history with the missing Tru. 

 

Desperate to solve both cases, Odette fights to save the lost girl in the present and to dig up the shocking truth about a 

fateful night in the past--the night her friend disappeared, the night that inspired her to become a cop, the night that 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

For fans of The Border and Jason Bourne, Make Them Cry is an explosive action thriller 

about a DEA agent sucked into a dangerous turf war on the US-Mexico border. 

It's hard to make Diane Harbaugh flinch. A former prosecutor notorious for her aggressive 

tactics, she's now a DEA agent who interrogates witnesses so effectively, she has them con-

fessing in tears. But when she hears from Gustavo, a high-ranking cartel member with an 

invaluable secret about the international black market, she's thrown for a loop. She heads to 

Mexico to meet him, and her entire understanding of justice and duty is thrown into ques-

tion. 

Gustavo sends her down a rabbit hole that leads to a criminal conspiracy more pervasive 

than anything she and the DEA ever suspected. She teams up with Ian Carver, a disillusioned 

CIA agent, and begins to unravel layers of deceptions, grifts, and schemes that date back to 

the beginnings of the Afghanistan War. As they learn more, they become the target of cartel 

assassins, embittered spies, and even their own government. They are at the center of an international manhunt with 

world-changing consequences--and the only way out is for Diane to do the one thing she promised herself she'd never 

do. Stylishly written and relentlessly plotted, Make Them Cry is an action-packed thriller of unimaginable stakes. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2874768/ada?qu=30304000536110&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2874768%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2885879/ada?qu=30304000537803&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2885879%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Travel to the bright Caribbean one last time in the satisfying conclusion to the nationally 

bestselling Winter in Paradise trilogy by Elin Hilderbrand, "Queen of the Summer Nov-

el" ( People ).  

 

After uprooting her life in the States, Irene Steele has just settled in at the villa on St. John 

where her husband Russ had been living a double life. But a visit from the FBI shakes her 

foundations, and Irene once again learns just how little she knew about the man she loved.  

 

With help from their friends, Irene and her sons set up their lives while evidence mounts that 

the helicopter crash that killed Russ may not have been an accident. Meanwhile, the island 

watches this drama unfold -- including the driver of a Jeep with tinted windows who seems 

to be shadowing the Steele family. 

 

As a storm gathers strength in the Atlantic, surprises are in store for the Steeles: help from a mysterious source, and a 

new beginning in the paradise that has become their home. At last all will be revealed about the secrets and lies that 

brought Irene and her sons to St. John -- and the truth that transformed them all.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

In an unforgettable novel that traces a centuries-old curse to its source, beloved author Alice 

Hoffman unveils the story of Maria Owens, accused of witchcraft in Salem, and matriarch of 

a line of the amazing Owens women and men featured in Practical Magic and The Rules of 

Magic.  

 

Where does the story of the Owens bloodline begin? With Maria Owens, in the 1600s, when 

she's abandoned in a snowy field in rural England as a baby. Under the care of Hannah Ow-

ens, Maria learns about the "Nameless Arts." Hannah recognizes that Maria has a gift and 

she teaches the girl all she knows. It is here that she learns her first important lesson: Always 

love someone who will love you back. 

 

When Maria is abandoned by the man who has declared his love for her, she follows him to 

Salem, Massachusetts. Here she invokes the curse that will haunt her family. And it's here 

that she learns the rules of magic and the lesson that she will carry with her for the rest of her life. Love is the only 

thing that matters. 

 

Magic Lessons is a celebration of life and love and a showcase of Alice Hoffman's masterful storytelling.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2882811/ada?qu=30304000536581&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2882811%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2884348/ada?qu=30304000537738&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2884348%7EILS%7E0&h=8


This instant New York Times bestseller and longlist recipient for the 2020 Andrew Carnegie 

Medal takes place in 1941, during humanity's darkest hour, and follows three unforgettable 

young women who must act with courage and love to survive.  

 

"Oh, what a book this is! Hoffman's exploration of the world of good and evil, and the con-

stant contest between them, is unflinching; and the humanity she brings to us--it is a glorious 

experience." --ELIZABETH STROUT, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Olive Kitteridge  

 

In Berlin, at the time when the world changed, Hanni Kohn knows she must send her twelve-

year-old daughter away to save her from the Nazi regime. She finds her way to a renowned 

rabbi, but it's his daughter, Ettie, who offers hope of salvation when she creates a mystical 

Jewish creature, a rare and unusual golem, who is sworn to protect Lea. Once Ava is brought 

to life, she and Lea and Ettie become eternally entwined, their paths fated to cross, their for-

tunes linked. 

 

Lea and Ava travel from Paris, where Lea meets her soulmate, to a convent in western France known for its silver ros-

es; from a school in a mountaintop village where three thousand Jews were saved. Meanwhile, Ettie is in hiding, wait-

ing to become the fighter she's destined to be. 

 

What does it mean to lose your mother? How much can one person sacrifice for love? In a world where evil can be 

found at every turn, we meet remarkable characters that take us on a stunning journey of loss and resistance, the fantas-

tical and the mortal, in a place where all roads lead past the Angel of Death and love is never ending.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Part revenge tale, part fairytale, The Harpy is an electrifying story of marriage, infidelity and 

power by the author of the #1 Indie Next Pick, The End We Start From , Megan Hunter 

Lucy and Jake live in a house by a field where the sun burns like a ball of fire. Lucy has set 

her career aside in order to devote her life to the children, to their finely tuned routine, and to 

the house itself, which comforts her like an old, sly friend. But then a man calls one after-

noon with a shattering message: his wife has been having an affair with Lucy's husband, 

Jake. 

The revelation marks a turning point: Lucy and Jake decide to stay together, but make a spe-

cial arrangement designed to even the score and save their marriage--she will hurt him three 

times. 

As the couple submit to a delicate game of crime and punishment, Lucy herself begins to 

change, surrendering to a transformation of both mind and body from which there is no re-

turn. 

Told in dazzling, musical prose, The Harpy is a dark, staggering fairy tale, at once mythical and otherworldly and 

fiercely contemporary. It is a novel of love, marriage and its failures, of power, control and revenge, of metamorphosis 

and renewal. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2775850/ada?qu=30304000518167&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2775850%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2886890/ada?qu=30304000539957&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2886890%7EILS%7E0&h=8


In a twisting, unpredictable new novel of suspense by #1 New York Times bestselling author 

Lisa Jackson, an heir to the Cahill fortune discovers just how dangerous, and duplicitous, 

family can be . . .  

 

The Cahills of San Francisco are famous for two things: their vast wealth, and the scandals 

that surround them. Murder, greed, deadly ambition . . . some people will do anything to get, 

and keep, the Cahills' kind of money. Not that James Cahill wants any of it. He's tried to 

make his own way, less interested in a future inheritance than in his construction company--

and in enjoying the many women taken in by the easy charms of a handsome, soon-to-be-

rich bad boy. 

 

Perhaps there've been too many women. Waking up in a small hospital in Washington State, 

bandaged and bruised, James barely recognizes the gorgeous blonde who comes to visit. 

Through the haze of pain and medication, he recalls that she is Sophia, the woman he's been cheating with. Gradually 

memories return--his girlfriend, Megan, had found out about Sophia. Now Megan is missing, her sister, Rebecca, is 

hounding him--and police and reporters are asking questions too. James insists he has no idea what happened. Yet he 

can't escape a feeling of dread . . . 

 

Meanwhile, in a locked room, a woman waits, trapped, petrified, and desperate. She thought she knew who to trust. But 

the betrayal you can't imagine--or can't remember--may be the most terrifying weapon of all .  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

The #1 New York Times bestselling author introduces CIA agent Alisa Flynn, who is willing 

to go rogue if it means catching the most heartless band of criminals she's ever encountered.  

When CIA agent Alisa Flynn flaunts the rules by breaking into a mansion in the middle of 

the night, she skillfully circumvents alarms and outwits guards only to find herself standing 

in billionaire Gabe Korgan's study . . . busted by Korgan himself. This could cost her her job 

unless, in a split second, she can turn the tables and try to convince him to join her on the 

most important mission of her life.  

In a ripped-from-the-headlines plot, schoolgirls in Africa have been kidnapped, and Alisa 

knows that Korgan has the courage, financial means, and high-tech weaponry to help rescue 

them. With so many innocent lives hanging in the balance, what she doesn't reveal is that 

one of those schoolgirls is like a little sister to her. But when the truth gets out, the stakes 

grow even higher.  

Calling in additional assistance from renowned horse whisperer Margaret Douglas, Alisa and 

Gabe lay their plans, only to see them descend into chaos as the line between right and wrong wavers before them like a 

mirage. Every path is strewn with pitfalls, each likely to get them -- or the hostages -- killed. But with the help of a 

brave team and a horse with the heart of a warrior, they might just get out of this alive.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2861526/ada?qu=30304000539916&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2861526%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2878826/ada?qu=30304000535617&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2878826%7EILS%7E0&h=8


" Crawdads meets the Crawleys...Threaded through with a meticulously researched, well-

crafted mystery, this is historical fiction at its best." --Fiona Davis, nationally bestselling au-

thor of The Lions of Fifth Avenue 

From the bestselling author of A Tangled Mercy comes an enthralling novel of secrets, a 

tumultuous war of ideas, and murder as classes collide in the shadow of Biltmore House. 

Biltmore House, a palatial mansion being built by the Vanderbilts, American "royalty," is in 

its final stages of construction in North Carolina. The country's grandest example of privi-

lege, it symbolizes the aspirations of its owner and the dreams of a girl, just as driven, who 

lives in its shadow. 

Kerry MacGregor's future is derailed when, after two years in college in New York City, 

family obligations call her home to the beautiful Appalachians. She is determined to distance 

herself from the opulence she sees rising in the Blue Ridge Mountains, however close its reach. Her family's land is 

among the last pieces required to complete the Biltmore Estate. But something more powerful than an ambitious Van-

derbilt heir could change Kerry's fate as, one by one, more outsiders descend on the changing landscape--a fugitive 

from Sicily, a reporter chasing a groundbreaking story, a debutante tainted by scandal, and a conservationist prepared to 

put anyone at risk to stoke the resentment of the locals. 

As Kerry finds herself caught in a war between wealth and poverty, innocence and corruption, she must navigate not 

only her own pride and desperation to survive but also the temptations of fortune and the men who control it. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * "A beautifully written, extraordinary quest in which 

two ordinary, overlooked women embark on an unlikely scientific expedition to the South 

Seas."--Helen Simonson, author of Major Pettigrew's Last Stand  

 

From the bestselling author of The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry comes an uplifting, 

irresistible novel about two women on a life-changing adventure, where they must risk eve-

rything, break all the rules, and discover their best selves--together.  

 

She's going too far to go it alone.  

 

It is 1950. London is still reeling from World War II, and Margery Benson, a schoolteacher 

and spinster, is trying to get through life, surviving on scraps. One day, she reaches her 

breaking point, abandoning her job and small existence to set out on an expedition to the 

other side of the world in search of her childhood obsession: an insect that may or may not exist--the golden beetle of 

New Caledonia. When she advertises for an assistant to accompany her, the woman she ends up with is the last person 

she had in mind. Fun-loving Enid Pretty in her tight-fitting pink suit and pom-pom sandals seems to attract trouble 

wherever she goes. But together these two British women find themselves drawn into a cross-ocean adventure that ex-

ceeds all expectations and delivers something neither of them expected to find: the transformative power of friendship. 

 

Praise for Miss Benson's Beetle  

 

"A hilarious jaunt into the wilderness of women's friendship and the triumph of outrageous dreams." -- Kirkus Reviews  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2923314/ada?qu=30304000539148&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2923314%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2908000/ada?qu=30304000542035&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2908000%7EILS%7E0&h=8


*OVER ONE MILLION COPIES SOLD* 

 

*NOW AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER* 

 

If you could go back, who would you want to meet?In a small back alley of Tokyo, there is a 

café that has been serving carefully brewed coffee for more than one hundred years. Local 

legend says that this shop offers something else besides coffee--the chance to travel back in 

time. 

 

Over the course of one summer, four customers visit the café in the hopes of making that 

journey. But time travel isn't so simple, and there are rules that must be followed. Most im-

portant, the trip can last only as long as it takes for the coffee to get cold. 

 

Heartwarming, wistful, mysterious and delightfully quirky, Toshikazu Kawaguchi's internationally bestselling novel 

explores the age-old question: What would you change if you could travel back in time?  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

In love for the first time, a son's decisions about the future divides his family in this fearless 

and thought-provoking novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of life-

changing fiction.  

 

When eighteen-year-old Tommy Baxter declares to his family that he wants to be a police 

officer after graduation, his mother, Reagan, won't hear of it. After all, she's still mourning 

the death of her own father on September 11 and she's determined to keep her son safe from 

danger. But Tommy's father, Luke, is proud of Tommy's decision. He would make a kind 

and compassionate cop. 

 

Meanwhile, Tommy is in love for the first time. His sweet relationship with Annalee Miller 

is almost too good to be true. Tommy begins seriously thinking about the far off day when 

he can ask her to marry him but she hasn't been feeling well. Tests reveal the unthinkable. 

 

While his girlfriend begins the fight of her life, Tommy is driven to learn more about the circumstances surrounding his 

birth and the grandfather he never knew. Secrets come to light that rock Tommy's world, and he becomes determined to 

spend his future fighting crime and bringing peace to the streets. Or is this just his way to fight a battle he cannot win--

the one facing Annalee? 

 

Blending romance and family drama, Truly, Madly,Deeply shows us that, in the shadow of great loss, the only way to 

live with passion is truly, madly, deeply.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2897042/ada?qu=30304000542324&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2897042%7EILS%7E0&h=8
ttps://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2884351/ada?qu=30304000539866&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2884351~ILS~0&h=8


AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER 

OPTIONED FOR TELEVISION BY BRUNA PAPANDREA, THE PRODUCER OF 

HBO'S BIG LITTLE LIES 

"A tour de force of original thought, imagination and promise ... Kline takes full advantage 

of fiction -- its freedom to create compelling characters who fully illuminate monumental 

events to make history accessible and forever etched in our minds." -- Houston Chronicle 

The author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Orphan Train returns with an ambitious, 

emotionally resonant novel about three women whose lives are bound together in nineteenth-

century Australia and the hardships they weather together as they fight for redemption and 

freedom in a new society. 

Seduced by her employer's son, Evangeline, a naïve young governess in early nineteenth-

century London, is discharged when her pregnancy is discovered and sent to the notorious Newgate Prison. After 

months in the fetid, overcrowded jail, she learns she is sentenced to "the land beyond the seas," Van Diemen's Land, a 

penal colony in Australia. Though uncertain of what awaits, Evangeline knows one thing: the child she carries will be 

born on the months-long voyage to this distant land. 

 

During the journey on a repurposed slave ship, the Medea, Evangeline strikes up a friendship with Hazel, a girl little 

older than her former pupils who was sentenced to seven years transport for stealing a silver spoon. Canny where 

Evangeline is guileless, Hazel--a skilled midwife and herbalist--is soon offering home remedies to both prisoners and 

sailors in return for a variety of favors. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

An American classic and great bestseller for over thirty years, A Separate Peace is timeless 

in its description of adolescence during a period when the entire country was losing its inno-

cence to the second world war. 

 

Set at a boys' boarding school in New England during the early years of World War II, A 

Separate Peace is a harrowing and luminous parable of the dark side of adolescence. Gene is 

a lonely, introverted intellectual. Phineas is a handsome, taunting, daredevil athlete. What 

happens between the two friends one summer, like the war itself, banishes the innocence of 

these boys and their world. 

 

A bestseller for more than thirty years, A Separate Peace is John Knowles's crowning 

achievement and an undisputed American classic.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2863588/ada?qu=30304000537753&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2863588%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:1988907/ada?qu=30304000537639&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A1988907%7EILS%7E0&h=8


The fate of the world is in the hands of a father and daughter in an epic novel of wonder and 

terror by Dean Koontz, the #1 New York Times bestselling master of suspense. 

Since his wife, Michelle, left seven years ago, Jeffy Coltrane has worked to maintain a nor-

mal life for himself and his eleven-year-old daughter, Amity, in Suavidad Beach. It's a quiet 

life, until a local eccentric known as Spooky Ed shows up on their doorstep. 

Ed entrusts Jeffy with hiding a strange and dangerous object--something he calls "the key to 

everything"--and tells Jeffy that he must never use the device. But after a visit from a group 

of ominous men, Jeffy and Amity find themselves accidentally activating the key and dis-

covering an extraordinary truth. The device allows them to jump between parallel planes at 

once familiar and bizarre, wondrous and terrifying. And Jeffy and Amity can't help but won-

der, could Michelle be just a click away? 

Jeffy and Amity aren't the only ones interested in the device. A man with a dark purpose is in pursuit, determined to use 

its grand potential for profound evil. Unless Amity and Jeffy can outwit him, the place they call home may never be 

safe again. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

An instant New York Times bestseller! 

 

Two psychics plunge into a dark world of deadly secrets in this second installment in the 

Fogg Lake trilogy by New York Times bestselling author Jayne Ann Krentz.  

 

North Chastain possesses a paranormal talent that gives him the ability to track down the 

most dangerous psychic criminals. When his father suddenly falls into a coma-like state, 

North is convinced it was caused by a deadly artifact that traces back to the days of a secret 

government program known only as the Bluestone Project. North knows his only hope of 

saving his father is to find the artifact. He is good when it comes to tracking down killers, 

but to locate the relic he's going to need help from a psychic who knows the shadowy world 

of obsessive collectors, deceptive dealers and ruthless raiders.... 

 

With her reputation in ruins after a false accusation, antiques expert Sierra Raines is looking for a fresh start. She turns 

to the murky backwaters of the paranormal artifacts trade, finding and transporting valuable objects with a psychic 

provenance. When North Chastain approaches her for help, Sierra takes him on as a client, though not without reserva-

tions. North represents the mysterious Foundation, the secretive organization established to police the underworld pop-

ulated by psychic criminals and those, like Sierra, who make a living in the shadows of that world. 

 

North and Sierra soon find themselves at the scene of the Incident, which occurred decades ago in Fogg Lake. The 

town and its residents were forever changed by the disaster in the nearby Bluestone Project labs. The pair unearths 

shocking truths about what happened that fateful night, but they are playing with fire--someone in town knows what 

they've discovered and will do anything to make sure the secrets stay buried.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2885059/ada?qu=30304000536599&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2885059%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2898161/ada?qu=30304000543256&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2898161%7EILS%7E0&h=8


"[A] divinely original thriller...a wonderful carousel of revolving suspects, motives, and 

means, and many people to love and to love to hate."--Publishers Weekly, STARRED Re-

view 

An addictive second mystery novel about book clubs, murder, and the domestic secrets in-

side every household from the author of Pretty Guilty Women! 

Three beautiful women. Two wedding bands. One dead husband. 

When Anne Wilkes, Eliza Tate, and Penny Sands arrive at book club bearing bottles of wine, 

none of them are plotting to kill. But when the subject of a philandering husband arises, re-

venge is in the air. By the end of the night, someone is dead. 

Two women with rings on their fingers and one with stars in her eyes. All of them are hiding 

something. All of them are lying. 

What really happened that night? Only the guilty knows. Did one woman take everything too far, or is the truth really 

more twisted than fiction? 

A domestic thriller that will keep you guessing, Three Single Wivesis compelling mystery for book clubs that devoured 

Samantha Downing, Sandi Jones and Lucy Foley. 

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

"A sexy, deliciously dark journey." 

-- Los Angeles Times  

 

A CrimeReads Most Anticipated Book of 2020 

 

An exhilarating new novel from a global superstar--a sexy, over-the-top psychological thrill-

er that tells the story of the scorned wife of a billionaire and her delicious plot to get her re-

venge and bring him to his knees.  

 

Faye has loved Jack since they were students at business school. Jack, the perpetual golden 

boy, grew up wealthy, unlike Faye, who has worked hard to bury a dark past. When Jack 

needs help launching a new company, Faye leaves school to support him, waitressing by day 

and working as his strategist by night. With the business soaring, Faye and Jack have a baby, 

and Faye finds herself at home, caring for their daughter, wealthier than she ever imagined, but more and more re-

moved from the excitement of the business world. And none of the perks of wealth make up for the fact that Jack has 

begun to treat her coldly, undermining her intelligence and forgetting all she sacrificed for his success. When Faye dis-

covers that he's having an affair, the polished façade of their life cracks wide open. Faye is alone, emotionally shattered, 

and financially devastated--but hell hath no fury like a woman with a violent past bent on vengeance. Jack is about to 

get exactly what he deserves--and so much more. In this splashy, electrifying story of sex, betrayal, and secrets, a wom-

an's revenge is a brutal but beautiful thing.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2897088/ada?qu=30304000537746&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2897088%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2866584/ada?qu=30304000535104&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2866584%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Mexico, 1898: Texas Ranger William Ray Strong arrives in the border town of Camino Pass 

to transport a young Pancho Villa to stand trial, but his plans are waylaid when he learns all 

of the town's children have been kidnapped.The Present: The drug crisis hits home for fifth 

generation Texas Ranger Caitlin Strong when the son of her outlaw lover, Cort Wesley Mas-

ters, nearly dies from an opioid overdose.Determined to make those responsible pay, Caitlin 

sets out to track down the dealer and pusher, while trying to solve the inexplicable tragedy of 

a small Texas town where all the residents died in a single night. When she realizes these 

two pursuits are connected, she finds herself following a trail to the truth of the crisis nestled 

hard in the center of America's power base.That power base, comprised of politicians, Big 

Pharma, along with corrupt doctors and drug distributors, has successfully beaten back all 

threats in the past. But they have no idea what's in store when the guns of Texas come call-

ing.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

A Good Morning America Book Club Pick and New York Times Bestseller! 

 

Kyoto, Japan, 1948. "Do not question. Do not fight. Do not resist."  

 

Such is eight-year-old Noriko "Nori" Kamiza's first lesson. She will not question why her 

mother abandoned her with only these final words. She will not fight her confinement to the 

attic of her grandparents' imperial estate. And she will not resist the scalding chemical baths 

she receives daily to lighten her skin. 

 

The child of a married Japanese aristocrat and her African American GI lover, Nori is an 

outsider from birth. Her grandparents take her in, only to conceal her, fearful of a stain on 

the royal pedigree that they are desperate to uphold in a changing Japan. Obedient to a fault, 

Nori accepts her solitary life, despite her natural intellect and curiosity. But when chance 

brings her older half-brother, Akira, to the estate that is his inheritance and destiny, Nori finds in him an unlikely ally 

with whom she forms a powerful bond--a bond their formidable grandparents cannot allow and that will irrevocably 

change the lives they were always meant to lead. Because now that Nori has glimpsed a world in which perhaps there is 

a place for her after all, she is ready to fight to be a part of it--a battle that just might cost her everything. 

 

Spanning decades and continents, Fifty Words for Rain is a dazzling epic about the ties that bind, the ties that give you 

strength, and what it means to be free.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2888140/ada?qu=30304000536128&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2888140%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2892935/ada?qu=30304000539924&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2892935%7EILS%7E0&h=8


Anna is eager to begin a new chapter in her life as a Lancaster County tour guide in the pic-

turesque area where her Plain grandmother once stayed. Anna wishes she could talk with her 

grandmother about those long-ago days, but the elderly woman suffers from Alzheimer's, 

and beyond a vague hint about an old stone wall, much about that time is a mystery. Thank-

fully, Martin Nolt, a handsome Mennonite, takes the young Beachy Amish woman under his 

wing for her training, familiarizing her with the many local highlights, including Peaceful 

Meadows Horse Retreat, which serves children with special needs. The retreat's mission so 

inspires Anna that she returns to volunteer, and she quickly strikes up a friendship with Gabe 

Allgyer, the young Amish widower who manages it. As Anna grows closer to both Martin 

and Gabe, she finds herself faced with a difficult choice--one in potential conflict with the 

expectations of her parents. Will Anna find true love and the truth about her grandmother's 

past in Lancaster County? Or will she find only heartbreak?  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

Pulling off an impossible crime is the only way he can stay alive. 

 

Stealing a Faberge egg. Surviving a double cross. And pulling off the most incredible rob-

bery ever, for the world's most demanding--and dangerous collector. 

 

This will be the challenge of thief extraordinaire Riley Wolfe's life. 

 

Fool Me Twice opens in St. Petersburg, where Riley steals the egg--no easy task. Betrayed 

by the pilot he hired to help him get away, he wakes chained to a rock wall on one of the 

Kerguelen Islands--the most remote spot on earth--prisoner of a top-dog international arms 

dealer, and a top-notch art collector. He wants Riley to steal an artwork. Small problem--it's 

a fresco, "The Liberation of St. Peter." Slightly larger problem--it's in the Vatican. 

 

And, it's a literal wall. 

 

Riley has no choice: agree or die. But when his captor turns him loose, he's grabbed by another arms dealer looking to 

do a double cross. Worse, he gives Riley a special incentive: a surveillance photograph of Monique, the love of his life, 

and more important, the art forger he can't pull off any heist without. The threat is clear. Riley knows they both have 

only one way out.  

 

With wicked dialogue, tons of explosive twists, and cinema-worthy scenes, Jeff Lindsay's Fool Me Twice is another 

wildly entertaining caper starring the anti-hero you'll root for, Riley Wolfe.  

Check the online catalog to see if it’s on the shelf. 

https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2882812/ada?qu=30304000535591&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2882812%7EILS%7E0&h=8
https://catalog.swanlibraries.net/client/en_US/bcs/search/detailnonmodal/ent:$002f$002fSD_ILS$002f0$002fSD_ILS:2894385/ada?qu=30304000539130&d=ent%3A%2F%2FSD_ILS%2F0%2FSD_ILS%3A2894385%7EILS%7E0&h=8

